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A NOTE ON DESCENT FOR COALGEBRAS

MAURICE KIANPI and CELESTIN NKUIMI-JUGNIA

(communicated by George Janelidze)

Abstract
Every natural transformation between endofunctors induces

a functor between the categories of their coalgebras. We give suf-
ficient conditions for that functor to preserve and reflect descent
and effective descent morphisms.

1. Introduction

While a morphism in a finitely complete category is a descent morphism if and
only if it is a pullback stable regular epimorphism, the characterization of effective
descent morphisms is far more complicated, and in many concrete cases analysing
its meaning can be challenging problem. Various relevant explanations are given by
G. Janelidze and W. Tholen in their first expository article on descent theory [6],
and more is added in their joint paper with M. Sobral [7]; let us also mention that
the situation is somewhat simpler when the ground category is regular (see the same
papers and related work of T. Everaert [3]).

The present paper is related to the work of B. Mesablishvili [8], where he studies
effective descent morphisms of (co)algebras over endofunctors. We study the functor
between categories of such coalgebras induced by a natural transformation of the cor-
responding endofunctors, and show that it preserves and reflects descent and effective
descent morphisms whenever the natural transformation is strongly monomorphic and
cartesian.

2. Coalgebras over endofunctors

Let C be a category. For an endofunctor F : C → C, a coalgebra is a pair A =
(A,α : A→ F (A)). A morphism from (A,α) to (B, β) is a morphism φ : A→ B such
that F (φ) ◦ α = β ◦ φ. With morphisms between them, coalgebras form a category
[1, 2]. Denote it by CF and by U : CF → C the forgetful functor. Although U always
reflect monos, it doesn’t preserve them in general. The category CF has all colimits
that exist in C as well as all limits that are preserved by F . Thus, epis (isos) in CF are
precisely morphisms which are epis (isos) in C so that U reflects epis (isos). In cases
where either C is the category of sets or has epi-strong mono factorizations with F
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preserving strong monos, strong monos in CF are morphisms which are strong monos
in C and CF has also epi-strong mono factorizations created by U , see [1].

Recall also, that a natural transformation of functors is called cartesian if so are all
its naturality squares. Cartesian natural transformations are simply called cartesian
transformations in [4, 5]. Saying mono, or strong mono about a natural transforma-
tion, we mean a component-wise such.

Example 2.1. For all sets A and B, η : B × (−)A → (B × (−))A, where ηX : B ×
XA → (B ×X)A is defined by ηX⟨b, ϕ⟩(a) = ⟨b, ϕ(a)⟩, is a cartesian transformation.
It is mono unless A = ∅ ̸= B.

The following is easily proved:

Lemma 2.2. If F → G is mono and cartesian and G preserves pullbacks, then so
does F .

It is a routine exercise to prove the following theorem whose first statement can
be found in [9] for C = Set.

Proposition 2.3. Let F , G and H be C-endofunctors. Every natural transformation
η : H ◦ F → G ◦H induces a functor Hη : CF → CG defined as Hη(A,α) = (H(A),
ηA ◦H(α)) and maps every morphism φ : (A,α) → (B, β) into H(φ) : H(A) → H(B).
If H is faithful, then so is Hη and Hη reflects monos; if in addition η is mono,
then for all (A,α) and (B, β) in CF and every morphism φ : A→ B in C such that
H(φ) : (H(A), ηA ◦H(α)) → (H(B), ηB ◦H(β)) is a morphism in CG, φ is a mor-
phism in CF from (A,α) to (B, β). If H is conservative, i.e., H reflects isos, then so
is Hη. If H preserves (reflects) epis, then so does Hη.

From now on, H = Id, η̃ denotes Idη and η̃(CF ) the image of CF under η̃.

Proposition 2.4. If η is strong mono, then η̃(CF ) is closed under codomains of
epis whose domains are contained in it. If η is cartesian, then for every morphism
φ : (A,α′) → η̃(B) in CG, there exists a unique morphism α : A→ F (A) such that
α′ = ηA ◦ α and φ : (A,α) → B is a in morphism CF . In particular, η̃(CF ) is closed
under domains of morphisms whose codomains are contained in it.

Proof. Assume that η is strong mono and let φ : η̃(A) ↠ C be an epi in CG where
C = (C, γ′) and A = (A,α). Then ηC ◦ F (φ) ◦ α = γ′ ◦ φ. Now ηC is a strong mono.
Thus, there exists a unique γ : C → F (C) such that γ ◦ φ = F (φ) ◦ α and ηC ◦ γ = γ′,
so that C = η̃((C, γ)). Assume that η is cartesian and let φ : (A,α′) → η̃((B, β)) be
a morphism in CG. Then ηB ◦ β ◦ φ = G(φ) ◦ α′ and the universal property of the
pullback yields a unique α : A→ F (A) such that F (φ) ◦ α = β ◦ φ and α′ = ηA ◦ α.

3. Preservation and reflection of (effective) descent morphisms

Given an object B ∈ C, the slice category (C ↓ B) is the one whose objects are pairs
(A,φ), where φ : A→ B is a morphism in C, and whose morphisms are ψ : (A,φ) →
(A′, φ′), where ψ : A→ A′ is a morphism in C such that φ′ ◦ ψ = φ.
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When C has pullbacks, every morphism γ : E → B in C induces a functor γ! : (C ↓
E) → (C ↓ B) sending φ : A→ E to γ ◦ φ : A→ B. This functor has a right adjoint
γ∗ : (C ↓ B) → (C ↓ E) (known as change-of-base functor) given by pulling back
along γ. Denoting by Des(γ) the Eilenberg–Moore category of algebras of the monad
induced by the adjunction γ! ⊣ γ∗, we recall the following (e.g. from [6]):

Definition 3.1. If the category C has pullbacks, then a morphism γ : E → B is said
to be:

(a) a descent morphism if the pullback functor γ∗ : (C ↓ B) → (C ↓ E) is premo-
nadic, i.e. if the comparison functor Φγ : (C ↓ B) → Des(γ) is fully faithful;

(b) an effective descent morphism if γ∗ is monadic, i.e. if Φγ is an equivalence of
categories.

The observations made in Section 2 give an easy proof of our main result:

Theorem 3.2. Assume that C has pullbacks, G preserves pullbacks and η is mono
and cartesian. Then η̃ reflects and preserves (effective) descent morphisms.

Proof. From the assumptions imposed on C and G, it follows that F preserves pull-
backs by Lemma 2.2, and, the categories CF and CG have pullbacks. By Proposi-
tion 2.3, the functor η̃ is full and faithful. Moreover, by Proposition 2.4, η̃(CF ) is
closed under domains of morphisms whose codomains are contained in it. There-
fore, for every morphism γ : (E, ε) → (B, β) in CF , the comparison functor Φγ : (CF ↓
(B, β)) → Des(γ) can be identified (up to category equivalence) with the comparison
functor Φη̃(γ) : (CG ↓ η̃((B, β))) → Des(η̃(γ)). Hence η̃ preserves and reflects descent
and effective descent morphisms.
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